

Host AGM_Chris says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Siwiak says:
::standing in sickbay, still a bit upset about the whole force field thing::

John_Sea says:
::pets River::

Dr_Askrus says:
 ::Paces in room 9D8J, waiting for CMO Siwiak.:: Self: Are we sure we can get everything out of him? ::Tilts his head.:: Yes! ::Giggles weirdly.:: I know I can... ::Turns and paces.  Says softly.:: Are we sure about that?

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::in Meng  sleep on one the consoles:::

CNS_Anusia says:
::getting ready for training::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::gets whisked away by a handful of security guards, on a heading to the Starbase's room 9D8J::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Pauses and nods.:: Self: I am sure!  It may cost him dearly... ::Laughs evilly.:: But I will get everything out of him.  You can bet on it! ::Goes to his seat and sits down.::

CNS_Anusia says:
::awaiting orders for departure::

John_Sea says:
::stands in Shuttle bay tossing a tennis ball for River to fetch::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::watches the doors open and gets deposited into a room with a man talking to himself::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Sighs and taps his fingers on the desk, tilting his head from side to side.:: Self: Where is that Doctor?

OPS_Webster says:
::waiting at the shuttle for training::

John_Sea says:
<River>: RUFF RUFF RUFF ::bounds after tennis ball::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::in Meng  sleep on one the consoles:::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Dr:  If that Doctor is me, then I'd imagine I'm the man you're looking for...

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
::awaits the orders to leave for the shuttles::

MO_Love says:
::checks over her med kit::

TO_Grayson says:
::walks into the shuttle bay carrying the supplies he'll need::

CNS_Anusia says:
::heads on out to the shuttle bay to await further instructions::

XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
All:  Senior staff, please report to the starbase's Shuttle Bay 1.

Dr_Askrus says:
CMO: Oh!  There you are.  ::Gets up and walks over to him with a smile.  Reaches out to shake his hand.:: Pleasure to meet you Doctor Siwiak. I'm Dr. Askrus.  I'm here..  To... ::Smiles as he tilts his head.  Says calmingly.:: Talk with you.

CNS_Anusia says:
*XO*: On my way. ::walks a little faster::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::takes hand and gives it a firm shake::  Askrus:  I see... tell me, just what are you a doctor in?

XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::walks into the shuttle bay and examines the two shuttles::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::: walk into shuttle bay 1 and looks around:::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::paces around a small table in the center of the room with two chairs, keeping the Doctor on the other side::

CNS_Anusia says:
::enters shuttle bay::

OPS_Webster says:
::watching the XO:: XO: Which one, sir?

Dr_Askrus says:
::Shakes the CMO's hand and grins his usual way.:: CMO: I'm a doctor of many fields.  I have many specialties.  ::Tilts his head back.:: How about you?

John_Sea says:
<River> ::trots back with tennis ball::

MO_Love says:
::watches the away teams arrive in the shuttle bay::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Motions his hand towards the comfortable chair.:: CMO: Please sit. ::Rubs his hands together.::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  I too have many specialties... I only wonder if you have security clearance to know of all of them.

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
::leaves for the shuttle bay::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::reluctantly sits in the chair pointed by Askrus::

Host John_Sea says:
::gets into the "Liberator" and lifts off for the planet, River sits in the navigator's chair and handles astrogation::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
::enters the shuttle bay and smiles at her husband::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::Waits and fall sleep leaning on the shuttle:::::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Giggles to himself, just barely heard by the CMO.:: CMO: I do... I just wanted to see how you would respond. ::Does a sip and hop to his chair and plops down.::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  So I may assume that you have access to Level 9 security files?

CMO_Siwiak says:
::allows his eyes to gaze about the room, looking for recording equipment in the walls::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Taps on a console not seen by the CMO but the sounds of the buttons can be heard.:: CMO: That and so much more. ::Looks back down to the console and continues to tap around.::

Host John_Sea says:
$<River> ::paws over console flying shuttle::

CNS_Anusia says:
::adjusts her uncomfortable equipment::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Finishes tapping at his console and looks directly into the CMO's eyes.  Looks him over, then stares into his eyes for a few moments, not saying a word.::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
::checks her tricorder and her knife::

MO_Love says:
::turns to Webster:: OPS: Which shuttle are we in again?

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Well... where to begin?  ::puts hands on table::  I have the ability to speak with the dead, by snapping my fingers I can make popcorn appear and when I wink one eye, I gain the ability to grow wings!  Need to know more?  ::all said quite sarcastically::

OPS_Webster says:
MO: We are in the Trench.  Not a great name, is it?

TO_Grayson says:
::goes over his supplies again; what kind of officer would he be if he forgot to bring everything?::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Doesn't say a word, but continues to sit there.  Then tilts his head in his fashion as he starts to grin.::

Host John_Sea says:
$<River> John: Nice day for a flight   ::furry grin:: <John> River: You space wolf you ::pokes River::

MO_Love says:
OPS: You would think these SF types could think of a better name. ::giggles::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::tilts his head in the opposite direction of Askrus::

FCO_Fielding says:
::in the shuttle::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  So, can I assume I'm done and fit for duty?

TO_Grayson says:
Trench...interesting name...  ::climbs into the shuttle::

MO_Love says:
::enters the Trench::

OPS_Webster says:
::nods:: MO: Definitely.  ::boards the shuttle::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Giggles then straightens his head as his grin widens.:: CMO: No!  No way!  I can't evaluate you in such a short amount of time.  As a doctor you should know that.

Dr_Askrus says:
Self: Should we? ::Tilts his head.:: No.. Not yet.  ::Looks at the CMO in his eyes again.::

CNS_Anusia says:
::enters the Abyss, not liking that name one bit::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::removes combadge and slaps it on the table::  Askrus:  Then I officially resign my commission from Starfleet.  ::produces a PADD with the required paperwork::  I'll no longer be a part of this... this cover up!  ::rises from desk::

TO_Grayson says:
Oops, wrong shuttle.  ::climbs out of the Trench and goes into the Abyss::

MO_Love says:
::takes a seat and stows her med kit::

TO_Grayson says:
CNS: Why do we get the one with the ominous-sounding name?

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
::winks at her husband then boards the Abyss::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Looks down and taps on his console again.  Then stops and looks back up. Takes the PADD and sets it aside.  Says in an extremely authoritative voice:: CMO: Sit!

Dr_Askrus says:
::Obviously agitated.:: CMO: You are in my care now.  ::Lowers his voice.:: Please sit.

Host AGM_Chris says:
ACTION: Autopilot on both shuttles takes over and they both move away from the SB in moderately different directions.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Taps on his console and orders the room secured.:: CMO: Please sit.

Host John_Sea says:
$<River> ::puts shuttle in orbit, deals cards::

CNS_Anusia says:
::makes sure she's strapped in:: All: Everyone ready for this? ::smiles nervously::

MO_Love says:
::sits back and enjoys the ride::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  I demand to speak with a formal representative of the local Starfleet JAG office... I will not be a willing participate in this discussion.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::sits in chair::  Askrus:  But in a spirit of cooperation, I'll keep my tone and demeanor civil...

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: Sir, any idea of what we are up against?

TO_Grayson says:
%CNS: I'm as ready as I'll ever be.  How about you?

Dr_Askrus says:
::Stands up, looming over the CMO as he seems to have grown in stature and power.:: CMO: Thank you.  ::Sits back down and continues to tap at his console.::  Just a few moments please.

MO_Love says:
@::listens to see what the XO has to say::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::shrugs:: TO: I really never expected to be leading a survival mission, but with you all along, I'm sure we'll do fine. ::smiles::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@OPS:  No idea at all.

TO_Grayson says:
%::nods and looks back out the view port::  All: I suppose we should work on a strategy for when we land.

CNS_Anusia says:
%::nods:: TO: Good idea.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::kicks feet up on the table and leans back::  Askrus:  I had plenty of time to think this up while being locked behind a force field...  you know what I always wanted to do?  Paint... it was something my father loved, but I could never understand...

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::grins at Grayson and Anusia then closes her eyes and leans back to relax::

TO_Grayson says:
%All: So...any suggestions?

Dr_Askrus says:
::Takes a deep breath.:: CMO: Ahh.  I see.  That's a good hobby.  ::Taps once more on his console.:: Ok...  ::Looks to him.:: So tell me everything about this last mission you were on. ::Tilts his head and his voice changes a bit..:: Start from the beginning please.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::laughs::  Askrus:  You must get a whole bunch of loonies coming through that door, huh?

Host AGM_Chris says:
ACTION: A planet comes into view and both shuttles begin to go into landing procedures.

Host John_Sea says:
<River> ::lays out cards:: Aloud: Gin   <Ambassador> ::sigh::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Just nods in the affirmative.::

OPS_Webster says:
@::watches the terrain as the planet gets closer::

MO_Love says:
@OPS: Looks like we're here.

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%TO:  Suggestions for what?  ::keeps eyes closed::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::whistles::  Askrus:  Where to begin... a transporter accident at planet Cassie separated me into two copies of myself, each containing a different set of memories from my past life...

CNS_Anusia says:
%CSO: When we land, scan the area for anything we can use.

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::opens her eyes::  CNS:  Like what?  Edible plants?

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  ...rather strangely, the two "me's" were based upon very different times in my life... resulting in a darker Rudy, and a nicer Rudy...

Host AGM_Chris says:
ACTION: Both shuttles land softly.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Straightens his head.:: CMO: Ok.  So tell me the relationship between you and this...  Cassie.  ::Takes the PADD and shoves it into a drawer.::

CNS_Anusia says:
%TO, CSO: We should probably stick together initially until we scout the area. CSO: Yes, edible plants and water. Anything that might help us.

MO_Love says:
@::reaches under her seat and retrieves her med kit ::OPS: Let's hope I don't need to use this.

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Having been a former Captain, I had the necessary command codes for my evil self to take control of the ship and to make an attempt to defect to the Romulan Star Empire.

CNS_Anusia says:
%::looks out the front viewer as they land::

OPS_Webster says:
@MO: Yep, and we're in a jungle area.  Lucky us.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
@:::looks around the landing area:::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Cassie?  Oh, I didn't know anything about her... my cousin, though... Captain Robert Siwiak, he discovered her... it... or whatever!  A year ago or something...

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%CNS:  You got it.  ::pulls out her tricorder and sets it up::

TO_Grayson says:
%::unstraps himself and stands, stretching::  All: Well, that was a pleasant ride.  Time to go to work...

OPS_Webster says:
@::pulls out her knapsack, then gets ready to leave on the XO's order::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Nods as he looks down and sees that the recorders are working.  Turns back up.:: CMO: It?  Please elaborate.

MO_Love says:
@XO: Ready sir.

OPS_Webster says:
@::scans the area::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  But the accident wasn't caused by her... no, it was caused by a solar flare that reacted with the transporter beam.

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: Typical jungle terrain.  It looks like we'll have to hack our way wherever we are going.

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Listen Doc, if you wanna know more about her, you'll have to talk to someone that was there.  I only met the woman for about five minutes.

CNS_Anusia says:
%::stands with the others:: TO: If you can carry half the equipment, I'll get the other half. CSO: I'll leave you in charge of the med kit.

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%CNS:  Ready?

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@CEO/OPS/FCO/MO:  Make sure you have all equipment necessary.

CNS_Anusia says:
%CSO: Ready as I'll ever be. ::smiles:: You?

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: Ready, sir.

FCO_Fielding says:
@XO: Aye, sir.

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%CNS:  Ok with me.  ::grabs the med kit::  Ready.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Nods in the affirmative as he already knows the many logs, many reports and sensor logs of the ship.:: CMO: Ok.  So.  Lets get back to what you remember after the.. ::Says a bit smugly.:: Accident.

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@All:  Let's go.

MO_Love says:
@::pats her kit:: XO: Got  mine sir.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
@XO: I am as ready as I will be.

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::heads out of the shuttle with his given supplies and the only communicator given to the group::

TO_Grayson says:
%::grabs a bit more than half of the equipment::  All: Ready when you are...

OPS_Webster says:
@All: Who has the machete to get through this stuff?

MO_Love says:
@::follows the rest of the away team out of the shuttle::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
@::follows the XO:::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::looks around at the desert area and spots a forest in the distance:: CSO: Scan this area around us first. If it's deemed safe to proceed, we'll head directly toward that forest. :;points:: TO: Keep a lookout for anything that might be hostile.

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::Opens the hatch and starts to scan::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Accident?  Is that the politically correct term for it?  Well... I only have bits and pieces of memory from my two parts.  Let's just say one wanted to get off the ship, and the other one felt it necessary to reunite the two and stop the other from committing more evil...

OPS_Webster says:
@::scans the area for life, edible plants, etc::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::stands and walks to the replicator, punching at the control panel::  Askrus:  Mmm... I love a good cup of tea!  Want something?

MO_Love says:
@::looks around at Webster:: OPS: I believe the CEO has the machete. CEO: You have it correct?

Dr_Askrus says:
::Tilts his head to the other side as his voice changes yet again.:: CMO: No thank you.  ::Watches him and knows that the security team is watching his every move.::  Ok.  So tell me exactly what your... ::Smirks and sneers.:: Good side remembers.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::settles back down at the desk, suddenly feels the remaining pips on his collar feel heavy, then quickly takes them off and puts them on the desk::

OPS_Webster says:
@::looks up at the MO:: MO: I guess he should lead.  We can stay safely in the back ::grins::

Host John_Sea says:
$::activates sensors::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::steps out of shuttle and examines the ground, which appears to be a sandy substance and looks quite normal::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
@MO:  I have it Ma'am

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: Sir, this place is crawling with life...mostly small animals.

MO_Love says:
@::pulls out her tricorder and begins scanning the nearby flora:: OPS: Good plan. ::smiles::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::take out tricorder and scans for sinkholes, burrows, and other such bad things underneath the sand::

TO_Grayson says:
%::exits the shuttle, carrying most of the equipment, and looks around::  Hmm...looks peaceful enough.  Looks can be deceiving though, so everybody be careful.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Uncontrollably his left fist clinches and slams into his chest.:: Self: Power to the people!!

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%All:  The only water and food I'm finding is in that forest.  There are small animals running around here, though.

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Good side... good side.  I wanted to stop the other guy.  At first I was confused, my mind very... simple, if you would.  I did my best to work with the Captain and his crew in capturing my counterpart.

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@OPS:  Understood.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::slams fists on desk::  Askrus:  Yeah, power to the people!

CNS_Anusia says:
%::adjusts pack with other half of equipment, settling it onto the ground:: CSO: Here in the desert area?

MO_Love says:
@::falls in behind Webster::

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: Sir, I'm detecting an energy signal about 100km away.  That's probably where we are supposed to go, right?

Dr_Askrus says:
::Leans down and bites his fist, trying to push it back to his side, trying not to make it too apparent.:: CMO: Did you really do your best? ::Uses his other hand to get his left under control.::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@OPS:  Agreed.  Let's follow that signal.

MO_Love says:
@XO: I have it too sir...barely audible.

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Of course!  The safety of the ship and the Federation was at risk!

MO_Love says:
@::adjust her tricorder setting to maximum::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Had my counterpart reached the Romulans, a lot of Federation secrets would be lost...

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: Yes, sir.  CEO: It's bearing 210, if you'll hack away in that direction.

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::keeps tricorder out::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%CNS:  All around.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Settles down and looks him in the eyes.:: CMO: How can... ::Emphasizes the next word.:: We be so sure you did try your best?  I have no doubt of that.

CNS_Anusia says:
%::begins walking over the sand, testing it gingerly with each step... just to be sure::

MO_Love says:
@XO: Oh sir, should we let the Ambassador know that we've arrived safely?

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
@::turns and starts hacking  in the way that I was told mumbling something  the whole time:::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::uses one of the cutting tools to cut through the foliage::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@MO:  Yes, please do the honors.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::starts to look down at uniform::  Askrus:  Hey, you know of a good tailor?  It's been awhile since I've worn anything other then a Starfleet uniform...

Host John_Sea says:
$<River> ::calls up the Starbase:: *Starbase Hello?, Is your refrigerator running?"

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::broadens the band and scans all around::

MO_Love says:
@XO: Sir, you have the only communication device. ::giggles::

CNS_Anusia says:
%CSO, TO: Well, since the only water is in the forest area, and this ground seems safe enough, I think perhaps we should head on over to the greenery and see what's in there. ::looks at the other two:: Sound good?

OPS_Webster says:
@::laughs along with the MO::

Dr_Askrus says:
CMO: No..   ::Looks down at his console, taps away at it.:: Self: NO!  I said... ::Looks to the CMO and continues to tap away at the console.::

Host John_Sea says:
<Starbase> *Why yes*

TO_Grayson says:
%CNS: Sounds like a plan.

Host John_Sea says:
$<River> *Well you better go and catch it!!!*  <Starbase> * Who is this??*  <River> ::hangs up and giggles::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Right... well, this meeting's been great!  I'm gonna try and walk out the door without getting stunned now.  See you at the next Medical Symposium on Risa...

Dr_Askrus says:
::Stops at entering data into his console.  Then pulls out his tricorder, gets up and walks around the CMO, scanning him. :: CMO: Don't even try it. ::Laughs.::

OPS_Webster says:
@MO: I'm reading lots of drinking water, but I'm not sure which plants are edible. Any ideas?

CMO_Siwiak says:
::rises from chair and proceeds towards door, pushing the panel as he arrives::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::nods to both and adjusts pack on her back and begins to walk, still scanning ahead for safety purposes::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%CNS:  Actually, I believe that's where we're supposed to go.  There's an energy signal there.  I think that's where we're supposed to go.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Laughs evilly.:: CMO: As you can see it wont open. ::Goes back to his seat, looking over the readings of his scan.::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::grabs at a PADD Pen from Askrus's jacket pocket, then proceeds to use it to take apart the panel::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@*Sea*:  We have reached the planet's surface and are now making our way to the goal.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::gets into the inner workings of the control panel, locating the door controls::  Askrus:  I'm a hand's on type of guy...

Dr_Askrus says:
::Looks at him and then walks up behind him and grabs him by the scruff of his neck.  Lifts him up and sets him back down in the chair with a plop.:: CMO: Please don’t do that again.

CNS_Anusia says:
%::arches eyebrow:: CSO: Well then. ::smiles:: That's good enough for me. ::stops and looks at both of them:: But be on guard. You never know what SF is gonna throw our way. ::rolls eyes::

MO_Love says:
@::runs another scan:: OPS: Some of these are familiar...see the red leaves on this one are edible, but for heaven's sake never touch the root, it's highly toxic. ::points to some low growing plants::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
@::still hacking away::::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::dusts off his shoulders, then proceeds to stand again and walks back towards the door::

Host John_Sea says:
$*XO* Acknowledged proceed with mission, good luck

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::nods and takes out her knife, keeping it in one hand, the tricorder still scanning in the other.::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Clearly agitated.:: CMO: If you do.. ::Bursts out laughing.:: I have ways to... ::Tilts his head.:: Secure you.  ::Sits back down.::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  Do THAT again, and you'll find this pen up your rectum!

CNS_Anusia says:
%*AMB* Ambassador, we've scanned the area and are proceeding to our goal. Hopefully. :;wry grin::

TO_Grayson says:
%::nods and shifts the equipment he's carrying so he can reach his knife easier::

MO_Love says:
@OPS: I'll collect a few samples and run some tests.

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@*Sea*:  Thanks, John.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::bangs on door::  SEC:  Security!  I demand to speak to the station's command officer...

OPS_Webster says:
@::takes a good look at what the MO is pointing at, making a mental note to talk to the MO before she touches anything:: MO: I never was any good at botany...I'll just follow your lead on that.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Raises up in stature, walks to the CMO and looms over him. Picks him up and holds him in the air.:: CMO: Shall we try again.  Or.. ::Giggles with a grin.:: Shall we do it... ::Says with extreme emphasis.:: The hard way?

Host John_Sea says:
$*XO* Welcome, I'd beam you a soda but I'm not allowed

Dr_Askrus says:
Self: Come on!  Lets do it the hard way anyway!

Host John_Sea says:
$*XO* No beam outs are permitted during the exercise

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::laughs:: *Sea*:  I understand.  Sanders out.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::looks up at the hidden camera::  All:  Let the records show that it is Dr. Askrus who is initiating physical combat... ::looks down at the Doc and smiles, then knees him between the legs::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Shakes his head and sakes the CMO.:: Self: No.. No..  Lets give him one more chance.

MO_Love says:
@::begins collecting a few specimens of plants::

Host John_Sea says:
$*CNS* Good luck, no beams outs are allowed, of course I could be bribed to send you some munchies...

CMO_Siwiak says:
::as the Doctor crouches down, does a karate chop to the back of his neck::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Self:  Hi-ya!

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@FCO:  How are you doing, April?

CMO_Siwiak says:
::picks up the chair and smacks it down over the Askrus::

TO_Grayson says:
%::whistles as he walks along::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Laughs out loud.:: CMO: You trying to tickle me? ::Laughs harder and shakes him in the air.:: Please!  If I was initiating combat YOU would be dead.

MO_Love says:
@XO: Sir, we need to find a fresh water supply.

FCO_Fielding says:
@XO: I think I died, sir.  You're talking to a ghost.

CNS_Anusia says:
%::sighs:: *AMB*: Thank you, sir. ::laughs:: And I'll let you know on the munchies.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::uses a broken chair leg and whacks Askrus over the head::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::takes the back position and turns around every now and then to make sure all's well.::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@FCO:  Care to explain that one?

OPS_Webster says:
@MO/XO: There's a stream or pool of some sort about 1/2 km ahead.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Back hands the CMO and knocks him to the wall,  Not really injuring him.  Quickly heads to his desk and orders security into the room.::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::gives Askrus a traditional ear slap, forcing him to feel extreme pain and a ringing in his ears::

OPS_Webster says:
@::does a double take at April's comment::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@OPS: Good, let's check it out.

FCO_Fielding says:
@XO: Not really, sir.  Being a ghost is a new experience for me, too.

Host John_Sea says:
$~~~Sends CNS an image of the chocolate sunday he is eating~~~

CMO_Siwiak says:
::rushes towards the door and stands behind the Security men::  Sec:  Finally!  Somebody with some sense!

CNS_Anusia says:
%::looks at the beautiful foliage as they enter the forest:: All: It's rather nice. ::hopes the critters within don't prove her wrong::

Dr_Askrus says:
<Tactical Officers> ::Quickly enter the room and subdue the CMO.::

MO_Love says:
@OPS: Great. CEO: Can you make some sort of container so that we can transport the water when we reach it?

CMO_Siwiak says:
Sec:  As a Federation citizen, I demand to speak to a court official!

CNS_Anusia says:
%::narrows eyes and grimaces at images sent by AMB... grumbles to self about officials...::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::scans, looking for drinkable water::

TO_Grayson says:
%::just nods in agreement, still whistling::

OPS_Webster says:
@MO: Err, maybe April and I can do that, since the CEO is hacking away our trail.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::extends hands::  Sec:  Cuff me and through me in the brig... and give me my damn comm. call...

Dr_Askrus says:
Tactical Officers: Lets take him to the other room.  He's not complying. ::Shakes his head.:: Secure him in.. ::Laughs a bit.:: In my biobed.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
@::start whacking  faster:::

Dr_Askrus says:
<Tactical Officers> ::Nod to the Doctor and take the CMO into the other room, securing him in Askrus' biobed.::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::visually scans area, opening her mind to any sentient presence::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%CNS:  There's a stream up ahead.  ::points::  But I'd need to test it before we drink it.

MO_Love says:
@OPS: Fine, we need something with a lid or top about this big. ::shows her the size with her hands::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::continues hacking away until they reach the stream::

Host John_Sea says:
$::mutters to himself about being too old for field operations and is now a cushy diplomat, clicks remote control and changes channels on the holo vid

TO_Grayson says:
%CNS: Find anything?

MO_Love says:
@::keeps running tests on the plant life::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::nods:: CSO, TO: Let's head in that direction. ::shakes head at TO's comment:: No, nothing yet.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Waltzes into the other room shaking his head as he taps away at his PADD.:: CMO:  Will you cooperate?  Or shall I do things the way I want too…

OPS_Webster says:
@::slows down a bit as she rummages through her backpack, looking for a container...pulls out a long, tube about 1/2 meter long, in about the proportions the MO wanted:: MO: What do you think of this?

Dr_Askrus says:
::His voice changes.:: Self: Let's have at him.

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%TO:  Could you scan for edible plants for me?  ::follows her scans to the stream::

Dr_Askrus says:
::His voice changes again.:: Self: No..  No...

MO_Love says:
@OPS: That will do nicely. Now let's get a water sample.

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  You are violating my rights as a Federation citizen... I will now be pressing charges against your unauthorized and unorthodox methods...

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::tests the water to see if it's safe to drink::

TO_Grayson says:
%CSO: Sure.  ::flips open his tricorder and starts scanning for edible plants::

MO_Love says:
@XO: Sir.....no.......don't drink that!

CNS_Anusia says:
%TO: Yes, and try to find some edible fruit as well. If we can't drink the water, the liquid in certain fruits could sustain us for a while.

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@MO:  I'm not drinking it...

Dr_Askrus says:
::Nods with a grin.:: CMO: I have full authority over you.  Once you entered my office... You became my patient. ::Pulls  a chair next to the secured CMO.::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
::Gets to the stream and kneels down to take a sample to test::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::walks with CSO to stream to await results::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
::is using his tricorder...::

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: Sir, is it safe?  I have a container for it.

MO_Love says:
@XO: Be careful Commander, we have no idea what this water will do to us.

Dr_Askrus says:
CMO: And everything is being logged.  So.. If at a later date, you would still like to press charges.  You will have any and all access to my records that pertain to you.

TO_Grayson says:
%::nods and modifies his scan to include edible fruit as well::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  I am Lieutenant Commander Rudolph Alexander Siwiak... Serial Number 158345... I have been trained not to comply with your questions, and I am also trained to resist forms of torture...

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%All:  This water is safe.  Do we have any canteens?

CNS_Anusia says:
%::checks pack::

Dr_Askrus says:
::Laughs quietly as he knows there'll be no charges pressed against him.:: CMO: I know all that.  ::Sighs.:: Lets begin at the beginning again please. ::Taps at his PADD.::

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@OPS:  The water's safe.  Let's fill up whatever canteens we have.

TO_Grayson says:
%::tries rummaging through the various packs he's carrying while still scanning::

CMO_Siwiak says:
::stares at the ceiling::  Askrus:  I am Lieutenant Commander Rudolph Alexander Siwiak... Serial Number 158345... I have been trained not to comply with your questions, and I am also trained to resist forms of torture...

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: Sir, we don't seem to have any canteens.  Maybe they are with our rations.

OPS_Webster says:
@XO: But here's a container.  ::passes the tube to the XO::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::grimaces:: CSO: Looks like someone's a horrific packer. ::looks around the area::

FCO_Fielding says:
@::looks around for a coconut::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::looks up at the CNS::  CNS:  No canteens?  ::looks around for large seed pods or something::

MO_Love says:
@XO: Sir, I have the results of my tests on the plant life.

TO_Grayson says:
%Both: We need to find something else to carry water with...

Dr_Askrus says:
::Giggles.:: CMO: Yes.. Yes.. Yes.  I know all that, but I now give you an order to talk about your latest mission.

CNS_Anusia says:
%All: Let's look for plants with rinds, green wood, and perhaps some hollowed out rocks. ::frowns::

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  ...I am Lieutenant Commander Rudolph Siwiak... I have been trained to resist any forms of interrogation.  I demand a representative of the local Starfleet JAG office be present in these proceedings...

CNS_Anusia says:
%All: And anything else you come across that might be safe for carrying water.

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@MO: Let's hear it.

CMO_Siwiak says:
::meets Askrus's eyes::  Askrus:  And, may I remind you, I am no longer a Starfleet officer and thus do not have to comply with any of your so called orders...

Host XO_Torgh_Sanders says:
@::takes some of the water and drinks it::

CSO_Jala-Sanders says:
%::stands and starts more scans::

FCO_Fielding says:
@::for some reason, has the Miranda Rights playing in her brain::

CNS_Anusia says:
%::walks to a nearby tree and smacks the trunk lightly:: Self: I'm beginning to dislike this place...

MO_Love says:
@XO: Well as I said before the red leafed plants I first noticed are edible except for the toxic roots but these other samples are laced with poison. So we only have the one species available so far.

Dr_Askrus says:
::Sighs.:: CMO: But I will remind you again.  I have full authority over you and I don't have time to submit your resignation... ::Pauses a moment as he looks into the CMO's eyes, glaring.::  Yet.

OPS_Webster says:
@::Looks up as she hears a loud cracking noise:: All: Do you hear that?

Host AGM_Chris says:
ACTION: A large branch falls from a nearby tree onto the XO knocking him to the ground.

CMO_Siwiak says:
Askrus:  ...I am Lieutenant Commander Rudolph Siwiak... I have been trained to resist any forms of interrogation.  I demand a representative of the local Starfleet JAG office be present in these proceedings...

Host AGM_Chris says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


